Computing We are collectors:
Pupils learn to use the internet and
mobile devices to gather information
and images, considering online
safety and safe searching.

Numeracy
Addition and subtraction within 100:
Pupils apply their knowledge of
numbers to 50 and 100 to solve
addition and subtraction equations.
Money: Pupils learn to recognise
and value coins and notes.
Multiplication and division: Pupils will
solve one-step problems using
concrete, pictorial representations
and arrays.
Measure: Pupils will compare,
describe, measure, record and solve
practical problems.

P.E.
Sports: Active Athletics! Pupils
improve and refine key fundamental
movements, such as balancing.
Health: Body protectors and body
changes! Pupils extend their
knowledge of the human anatomy.
Fitness: Pupils learn the
fundamentals of dance and rhythm.

Ark John Archer Curriculum Map
Summer 2 – Year 1

Science: Common Plants

explaining the origins of religions; developing
an appreciation for different beliefs and values.

What common plants are there in our local
area? Pupils will learn to identify and name
a variety of common wild and garden plants
includiing decideous and evergreen trees.
Pupils will indentify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of common flowering
plants, including trees.

Music Voice: Pupils learn to use their voices

Literacy

expressively and establish a sense of pulse,
rhythm and pitch. They will be exploring
different melodies and tempos.

Core text: The Lighthouse Keeper’s
Lunch by David & Ronda Armitage

R.E Sikhism: Pupils, explore sacred stories

Spanish Pupils continue to develop their everyday
vocabulary to describe and express opinions.

History Seaside now and then

Fiction: Pupils will write their own story
based on the “Lighthouse Keepers Lunch”.
Discussion: Pupils will write a discussion text
using their knowledge of the seaside
answering the question “Should we look
after our seaside?”

Have we always liked to be beside the seaside?
Pupils will make connections, draw contrasts, analyse
trends and frame historically valid questions about
seaside resorts today, compared to the past. They
discover how people holidayed at the seaside in the
past and make direct comparisons with today’s use
before planning a trip to the seaside in the present day.

Reading: Pupils continue to learn Set 2 and 3
sounds in phonics, applying these to read
with increased fluency. They apply sounds
when writing.

D&T Toys: Pupils explore a variety of toys for use

PSHE Pupils learn discuss topics, e.g. self-

indoors and outdoors – including at the seaside!
They design and create their own toys.

Our value this half term: Kindness

Handwriting: Pupils practise and improve
letter formation, orientation
and size.

awareness, emotional wellbeing,
friendships, conflict resolutions,
safety, rights and responsibilities.
They explore health and fitness through the
Sports Curriculum.

